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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The ALCB Fund TA Facility appointed GCR Analytics (“GCRA1”) in 2020 to conduct a historical default study 
on financial institutions in various African jurisdictions. The study was conducted between 2020 and 2021.  

The primary objective of the default data study was to provide a set of historical default rates for a select 
set of African countries, which can be viewed and utilised as being broadly representative of default rates 
and trends exhibited across the African continent. 

Limited availability of default data to support the credit analysis and decision making processes of financial 
market participants is a significant obstacle to the functioning of African debt capital markets as it hampers 
the development of a strong credit culture.  Whereas default data is used in credit analysis in developed 
markets, there are no reliable datasets of domestic debt defaults for Africa (outside of South Africa).  

In this study, GCRA analysed the credit risk profiles of a pool of financial institutions, utilising GCR Ratings’ 
Risk Score Framework criteria. The study design involved grouping the entities included in the observation 
pool into credit risk categories through the assignment of Credit Estimate Symbols that mirror the Primary 
Credit Rating Scale. 

Following the grouping of entities as described above, GCRA established a baseline default definition 
applicable in this study, followed by the default analysis which identified a number of defaulted entities in 
each category within the bounds of the definition established for this study. This enabled the assessment of 
empirical default rates which captured the proportion of entities observed to have met a definition of default, 
relative to the total population. Default rates were calculated on an aggregated basis, and per credit risk 
category. 

Key findings from the study 

GCRA’s analysis revealed an average default rate of 2.2% across 309 entities for 1,130 credit estimate 
observations. This low default risk level measures well below default rates reported by global default 
studies for entities largely grouped within the ‘b’ and ‘ccc’ credit risk categories. This differential is viewed to 
reflect a ‘stable fragility’ exhibited by banks in the market, whereby exposure to country and sovereign 
default risk poses an ongoing and wide-spread threat to the individual entities within each market, although 
comparatively higher intrinsic credit strength, supported by elevated credit protection metrics, and 
adaptation to local market conditions. 

Notwithstanding the above conclusion, default patterns in Africa (and more broadly, in Emerging Markets) 
are expected to exhibit increased cyclicality relative to default patterns in Developed Markets, owing to 
(1) increased sensitivity to operating environment risk (the operating environment anchor is the primary 
driver of the overall credit ranking outcome), and (2) the comparatively lower resilience that is assumed to 
be embedded in the economic and sovereign risk profiles underpinning the markets. As such, the observation 
period applicable to this study is viewed to potentially mask credit ranking volatility and vulnerabilities, 
relative to patterns that could emerge during periods on heightened sovereign stress.   

Lastly, default rates are expected to differ across sectors, as financial institutions tend to exhibit lower 
default rates relative to entities operating in other sectors, attributable to the confidence sensitivity of the 
sector, whereby investors’ and depositors’ decisions may be overreactive to concerns relating to the stability 
of a country’s financial sector. Non-regulated sectors such as corporates, in contrast, are expected to display 
comparatively elevated default patterns. However, the degree of this differential will need to be explored on 
an empirical basis, through future studies.  

 
1 GCRA is the data-driven arm of the established GCR group, providing credit solutions, tools and research 
complementing the GCR group’s credit ratings and associated research. 



           

1 PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY   

The primary objective of the study was to provide a set of historical default rates for a select set of African 
countries, which can be viewed and utilised as being broadly representative of default rates and trends 
exhibited across the African continent. A robust historical default dataset can play a catalytic role in 
supporting the development of capital markets, and the broader financial sector, through the following: 

 Enabling rating agencies to validate the robustness of rating criteria and the ordinal expression 
of relative credit worthiness across rating scales to investors and regulators. 

 Supporting investors (asset managers, pension funds, insurance companies, ALCB Fund) to 
strengthen provisioning models under IFRS9 and better understand the underlying risk of portfolio 
investments and asset classes/ratings (improving the ability to price according to risk). 

 Allowing banks, local financial institutions and insurers to access a comprehensive pool of 
default data to develop risk models (through the development of a default database that collects 
information from all institutions) and refine/strengthen risk models to improve alignment with Basel 
III and Solvency II risk-weighted capitalisation requirements. 

 Supporting regulators in understanding default trends in their markets. 

Limited availability of default data to support the credit analysis and decision making processes of financial 
market participants is a significant obstacle to the functioning of African debt capital markets as it hampers 
the development of a strong credit culture.  Whereas default data is used in credit analysis in developed 
markets, there are no reliable datasets of domestic debt defaults for Africa (outside of South Africa). Thus, the 
datasets produced by the study are expected to improve the quality and availability of information on 
historical defaults and default probabilities for financial institutions in African markets. 

2 METHODOLOGY   

GCRA assigned Credit Estimates to the pool of entities analysed within the study. A Credit Estimate is GCRA's 
opinion of the ordinal ranking of the credit risk of an entity, relative to the credit risk of other entities 
assessed on a comparable basis. It is essentially an indicator of creditworthiness. Such Credit Estimates 
reflect GCRA’s view of the general credit strengths and weaknesses of an issuer. 

Credit Estimates are not Credit Ratings, and attention is drawn to the narrower scope of Credit Estimates 
relative to Credit Ratings. A credit rating is issued by a Credit Rating Agency (which multiple jurisdictions 
across the continent require to be formally licenced), adhering to stringent standards related to data quality, 
methodological application, and adherence to stringent policies and procedures governing the credit rating 
process. Furthermore, a credit rating process may include active engagement with the Issuer, facilitating in-
depth understanding of key drivers and developments impacting the credit dynamics of an entity or market, 
while requisite monitoring . The extensive process followed by a Credit Rating Agency in according a credit 
rating contributes to analytical robustness. 

A Credit Estimate is expressed using a Credit Estimate symbol that mirrors the Primary Credit Rating Scale, 
using traditional alphabetical credit ranking symbols ranging from “aaa” to “d”, as delineated in Table 1 
below, and are expressed using lower case symbols as opposed to the uppercase symbols used to express 
credit ratings. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



    
    

Table 1: International Scale Long Term Credit Estimate Scales and Definitions 

Estimate Symbol Estimate Definition 

aaa Obligor/obligation has the highest international scale creditworthiness. 

aa+ 
aa 

aa- 

Very strong creditworthiness of the obligor/obligation. 

a+ 
a 

a- 

Strong creditworthiness of the obligor/ obligation. 

bbb+ 
bbb 

bbb- 

Adequate levels of obligor/obligation creditworthiness. 

bb+ 
bb 

bb- 

Moderate levels of obligor/obligation creditworthiness. 

b+ 
b 

b- 

Low levels of obligor/obligation creditworthiness. 

ccc+ 
ccc 

ccc- 

Obligor/obligation is vulnerable to non-payment. 

cc The likelihood of liquidation / default / restructure or distressed exchange scenario 
to be material in the next one year. 

c Identify entities where liquidation / default / restructure / distressed exchange 
scenario has been announced or is expected in the short term (typically within 6 
months) 

sd Selectively defaulting on the obligations, but not experiencing a general default. 

d Generally defaulting on obligations as they come due. 
 

Credit Estimates were assigned on an International Scale Long-Term Issuer basis, in order to allow for cross-
country comparisons. The Credit Estimate Symbols and corresponding definitions are provided in Table 1 
above.  International scale Credit Estimates are an opinion of creditworthiness relative to a global pool of 
issuers and issues. Similarly, GCRA’s International Scale Issuer Credit Estimates measure, on a global basis, the 
relative ability of an entity to meet its long-term contractual financial obligations as they fall due. 

2.1 Credit Estimate Criteria    

The credit risk profiles of financial institutions were analysed by GCRA, applying GCR Ratings’ Framework 
criteria2. The criteria involves analysis of four Analytical Components, each of which is comprised of a number 
of Factors and Sub-factors specific to the sector in which an entity operates. The accumulation of individual 

 
2 For more information on the GCR Ratings Framework criteria, visit GCRratings.com/criteria. 



           

component assessments determine an entity’s Credit Risk Profile, as per the following diagram applicable to 
financial institutions. 

 

Figure 1: Illustration of GCR's Rating Assessment Framework 

 

  

In the analysis, Historical Credit Estimates were accorded retrospectively. In order to achieve year-on-year 
consistency, (1) a standardised ranking model was applied, and (2) applicable financial data was assessed 
prima facie. With respect to the latter, no historical adjustments to annual results were applied to replicate 
historical credit ranking outcomes that would have been assigned based on data available at that time. 
Outcomes were based on information that emerged in subsequent time periods, which may provide more 
accurate or granular details into drivers of credit dynamics and, in particular, defaults. 

The table below outlines the credit estimate analytical factors applied in the analysis:  



    
    

Table 2: Credit Estimate Analytical Factors 

Factor Description 

Operating Environment An entity’s operating environment frames its creditworthiness. For 
GCRA, the operating environment of an entity incorporates the 
country risk of the jurisdiction(s) that it operates in, as well as its 
specific sector dynamics. 

Country Risk The country risk assessment is based on the assumption that the higher 
the country risk facing any one legal entity, the higher (frequency and 
severity) the risk of operating stress. 

Sector Risk The sector risk assessment factors in particulars of a particular industry’s 
risk factors, such as industry structure and dynamics, regulations and 
supervision, and the industry’s funding profile. 

Business Profile  The business profile assessment is based on a series of quantitative 
and qualitative factors meant to ascertain the robustness of the 
institutions’ business model versus peers. 

Competitive Position The competitive position is an overall assessment of anticipated business 
stability through economic cycles against sector and global peers. An 
assessment of diversification gauges the sensitivity to stress within a 
single business line, product or geography. 

Management and Governance  Assessing the control of a company’s operations within the context of its 
strategies, policies, processes, and procedures set by a governing body, 
and creation, measurement and compliance with the same policies, 
processes and procedures. 

Financial Profile An assessment of financial fundamentals that assess the intrinsic 
financial profile of an entity. 

Capital and Earnings Capital adequacy indicates risk buffers in place to weather current and 
expected risks in the context of the operating environment. An 
assessment of earnings quality and stability illustrates the viability and 
stability of future capital. 

Risk Risk to earnings and capital, assessed as potential for volatility and loss 
stemming from credit, market, operating and concentration risks. 
Exposure to key risk drivers such as foreign exchange and key sector 
concentrations are included in the assessment. 

Liquidity An assessment of the funding structure of an entity, and the availability 
of sources of liquidity to fund financial commitments. 

Comparative Profile A series of qualitative changes based on external or idiosyncratic 
factors, the most common one being ongoing group or 
extraordinary sovereign support. 

Support  The assessment of credit support based on the financial and corporate 
strengths of its immediate group or parent, given the tangible likelihood 
of support or risk transfer either up from subsidiaries, across from sister 
companies under the same holding company/ parent or down from that 
holding company/parent. 



           

Peer Analysis An assessment to create greater credit differentiation. Typically, used 
when an entity is a generally better or worse performing company than 
its peer group across a number of fields, but no one factor has created 
sufficient credit differentiation. 

 

2.2 Default Definition     

The study applied a pre-defined default definitions to identify defaulting entities. These definitions draw upon 
default definitions utilised by GCR Ratings, as well as internationally accepted default definitions. The default 
categories centre on a default framework that is Technical, Contractual or Substantive in nature. 

 Contractual Default: A contractual event of default (“EoD”) is the failure to meet specific pre-defined 
payment requirements (subject to applicable grace periods), such as missed payments and payment 
shortfalls. 

 Technical Default: A technical EoD is a form of default which does not necessarily give rise to a direct 
negative economic consequence for a lender, but is rather a shortcoming of a technical nature, such 
as an administrative error or a covenant breach, that sees specific processes or conditions not being 
met, without financial losses being incurred. 

 Substantive Default: An EoD is substantive in nature when a lender or depositor is placed in a less 
favourable position, as a result of the financial institution being in financial distress. The definition is 
subjective by nature, and identifies instances of institutions experiencing material financial distress 
that threatens the viability of the business as a going concern, thereby posing potentially negative 
economic consequences to lenders or depositors. 

Consequently, the study expanded the scope of defaults to cater for entities experiencing material financial 
distress, or viewed to be unlikely to sustain operations due to prevailing financial pressures, as a proxy for 
likely default. 

2.2.1 Standard Default Definition     

Standard defaults in the study were assigned a ‘d’ Credit Estimate symbol. This was applied consistently for 
Long and Short-Term Issuers, Programs, and Issue Estimates. A ‘d’ Issuer Estimate denotes a default on 
general obligations as they come due. A ‘d’ Program Estimate denotes all obligations defaulting within 
that Program. A ‘d’ issue Estimate denotes the default on that specific obligation. An Estimate will stay 
in the default category until a resolution has been established or the company is liquidated. 

GCRA defines a default when one or more of the following has occurred: 

 The principal or interest of a contractual obligation has not been paid in full or in time, even under a 
credit standstill. 

 The entity has undertaken a distressed exchange offer or similar restructuring of debt, which reduces 
the creditworthiness or value of the instrument. There may be occasions when bilateral creditors 
choose to allow the exchange offer or restructuring, which is of mutual benefit to both parties, when 
GCRA does not default the issuer or instrument, but this cannot include a missed payment of principal 
or interest. 

 An event of default has been called by creditors. 
 An entity is bankrupt or insolvent. 
 A financial institution has stopped or limited cash withdrawals, interbank transactions, exchange 

operations, Western Union money transfers, use of credit or debit cards or any debt transactions. 
 Policyholders have not been paid out in full and in line with the terms of the contract. 

 
 



    
    

2.3 Financial Distress Definition     

Financial Distress Defaults have been recorded through the assignment of the ‘d’ Credit Estimate symbols for 
the purpose of this study. However, dependent on the specific details of each bank’s condition, in some 
instances, a near-default symbol of ‘cc’ or ‘c’ would more appropriately be assigned.  

GCRA has provisionally defined financial distress as when one or more of the following has occurred, although 
this definition is viewed to be evolving, as data from the study refines the particulars of its contents: 

 Market signalling factors, such as a material cost of funding premium relative to market rates, or a 
material reduction in refinancing availability. 

 Capitalisation and regulatory issues, such as regulatory capital falling below regulatory 
requirements to a level viewed as too low to remedy in the ordinary course of business, or a capital 
coverage ratio that persists at unsustainably low levels. 

 The occurrence of distress events. 
 State support: (an entity receives a capital injection from the state or participates in asset relief 

programmes). 
 Mergers in distress: Mergers are followed by the need for capital injections, or sustained materially 

low capital coverage, in a subsequent twelve-month horizon. 

The definition for default includes banks viewed to be in “Financial Distress”. The classification is subjective, 
and has been applied using analytical judgement, but has been used as a broad encapsulation of an 
unsustainable financial condition which, in the absence of intervention or remedial measures, would be 
reasonably expected to result in a corporate failure. Typical examples in which the definition has been applied 
include entities with negative capital, or materially insufficient capital relative to regulatory capital 
requirements to be sustainable without intervention. The classification has also been applied 

Regulatory or corporate intervention may not have occurred for such entities, either having been announced 
but subsequently delayed, or not having been announced or planned. The absence of such intervention may, 
however, stem from externalities (such as prolonged practical challenges in achieving a practical resolution), 
or inconsistencies in policy application/implementation. This can result in entities in comparable states of 
Financial Distress across differing countries or jurisdictions receiving varying regulatory actions. Given this 
degree of disconnect between the regulatory action and the banks’ underlying conditions, it is the financial 
condition that is viewed to define the Financial Distress, as opposed to the intervention. 

Distressed banks that avoided insolvency or license revocation through extraordinary intervention methods, 
such as imperative or forced mergers and takeovers (distressed corporate action) or extraordinary capital 
injections, are viewed to meet the criteria for default as per the financial distress classification. 

This remedial action is viewed to parallel the classification of corporate debt as being in default should it 
undergo a distressed debt exchange (“DDE”). DDE pertains to debt restructuring which, in the absence 
thereof, would have resulted in missed a payment or an equivalent event of default. Distressed corporate 
action is viewed to mirror this premise, as the remedial action taken was outside of operations, and the bank 
would likely have become insolvent or undergone regulatory intervention, in the absence of such action. 

However, a difference exists in the party experiencing the negative economic consequence of the remedial 
action. In the instance of a DDE, the debt holder is the party that is financially disadvantaged by the action, 
and consequently suffers an economic loss on the original debt investment. In contrast, distressed corporate 
action negatively impacts equity holders, while debt and deposit counterparties original outlay is not 
necessarily impacted. while this does not have bearing on this phase of the study, subsequent phases which 
seek to calculate the financial consequence of default outcomes and resolutions, such as the calculation of 
recovery rates, would been impacted. 

 



           

2.4 Default rate methodology 

Default rates are calculated on an Issuer basis, utilizing the following two approaches:  

 Firstly, defaults are examined by year for each static pool and individual Estimate category. For 
example, if five issuers defaulted in 2018, and the 2018 static pool consisted of 300 issuer Estimates, 
the resulting annual default rate for all Estimates in 2018 would be 1.7% (equation: 5/300). If two of 
these defaults consisted of defaults among issuers assessed “bb” at the beginning of the year and the 
“bb” cohort at the beginning of the year totalled 30, the “bb” 2018 default rate would be 6.7% 
(equation: 2/30). 

 From these annual default rates, GCRA derives average annual default rates by weighting each 
cohort’s default rates by the number of Estimates outstanding in the given cohort relative to the 
number of total Estimates outstanding for all cohorts. In other words, following the example above, 
the 2018 “bb” annual default rate of 6.7% might be followed by a 2019 “bb” annual default rate of 5% 
(equation: 2/40). A straight average of these two rates would ignore potential differences in the size 
of the two cohorts. Rather, weighting the results based on the relative number of “bb” Estimates 
outstanding in 2018 and 2019 gives greater emphasis to the results of the “bb” cohort with the most 
observations (in the example above, 2019 would receive greater emphasis due to the larger number 
of observations). 

The same technique is used to calculate average default rates over multiple-year horizons. For example, the 
three-year default rate for the 2018 “b” Estimate pool would be averaged with the two-year default rate for 
the 2019 “b” Estimate pool by weighting the default rates by the relative size of each pool. 

From these annual default rates, GCRA derives cumulative annual default rates by incorporating a fraction of 
the actual default rate of the prior year (i.e., 1–d1) in each of the subsequent intervals. For example, the three-
year cumulative default rate is based on the default rate for one year plus the two-year default rate multiplied 
by (1-d1) plus the three-year default rate multiplied by (1-d1 and 1-d2). This is due to the fact that the time 
periods are non-overlapping and the probability of default in each period is assumed to be independent.  

As such, the cumulative default rate for a given period is defined as one minus the product of the survival 
rates (i.e., prior period default rates) weighting each cohort’s default rates by the number of Estimates 
outstanding in the given cohort relative to the number of total Estimates outstanding for all cohorts, and 
accordingly, placing greater weight on more recent cohorts.  

Following the example above, a one-year “bb” annual default rate of 2% might be followed by a two year 
“bb” annual default rate of 3%. A straight accumulation of these two rates would place equal weighting on 
each year, when in fact the most recent cohort is deemed the more important. As such, 0.03 + (0.02 * (1 – 
0.03)) gives greater emphasis to the results of the more recent cohort with the most observations, equating 
to 0.049, compared to 0.05 (utilising a more simplified approach). 

The Observation Period for the Default Study is 2015 to 2019, meaning GCRA has analysed the financial data 
of financial institutions with financial year-ends falling within this range. GCR’s Transition and Default Model 
calculates transitions and default rates from Year’0’ to Year’0+N’. The standard mechanism of the default 
model is to mirror the analytical observation period, although the default model can only cater for one Credit 
Estimate outcome per year, which is a functional, but not substantive, limitation of the model. 

In order to remedy this limitation, defaults occurring at the start of the observation period, or in the year 
immediately following it, have been shifted into the observation period, with trailing credit ranking timing 
adjusted accordingly. Such a remedial measure does not distort Credit Default Rates in non-crisis years or 
periods. However, this adjustment would not be utilised were the date of an entity’s default to coincide with 
a systemic crisis (banking, currency, sovereign debt), as the default would be misaligned with broader default 
trends. This would give rise to distortion were the study seeking to observe wider systemic-risk related default 
patterns over multiple periods, wherein crisis versus non-crisis patterns are discerned. 



    
    

2.5 Data  

Data included in the study was based on annual financial statements of individual financial institutions, 
publications by various market authorities including regulatory institutions, local market associations, 
organisations conducting local market activities and analysis, other participants and default data gathered 
from select markets across the African continent.  

Data was sourced from a range of countries, and has not been limited to a select country grouping. reflecting 
sufficient differentiation of country risk across the spectrum of Credit Estimate risk categories. This approach 
was adopted in order to gather data on entities across multiple Credit Estimate risk categories, to derive 
Credit Estimate outcomes with sufficient ordinal risk differentiation, and corresponding differentials in 
probabilities of default.  

The following markets were excluded from the study:  

 South Africa: Sufficient historical default data is viewed to exist for the market.  
 Zimbabwe: Exceptional dynamics related to hyperinflation and currency restrictions have broad 

restrictive impacts that limit the comparability of default statistics.  
 Markets for which the sample population available has been viewed to be limited, or markets for 

which industry wide statistics are limited or outdated.  

 
2.6 Data gathering  

Data was sourced both independently by GCRA, and through market participants, including both commercial 
and regulatory entities. In instances of varying forms of data sources being available, data has been selected 
based on the quality and granularity provided by each source. Varying data sources have also been used in a 
complimentary manner, in order to limit data gaps and enhance data robustness.  

Note is taken of challenges inherent related to data collection for defaulting or failing entities. An example is 
the retrieval of point-in-time financial statements in the year of, or leading up to, an Event of Default.  

2.7 Data processing  

Data was standardised using consistent data inputting guidelines, grouping line items to assigned fields in 
order to optimise entity comparability. The data processing exercise provided an overview of data availability, 
granularity, accuracy and consistency.  

The study tested data quality and consistency via an assessment of sample size, and data consistency and 
comprehensiveness. Entities were accorded International Scale Credit Estimates using the standardised GCRA 
Credit Estimate model, focusing on the risk factor described in “Credit Estimate” above. Defaulting entities 
were categorised according to the definitions provided in “Default” above.  

2.8 Sample composition  

The study’s total sample size consists of 309 banks spread across 35 of Africa’s 54 countries, accounting for 
an estimated c.40% of the total financial institutions domiciled in the respective countries.  

2.9 Sample representativeness  

Sample data representativeness is a key determinant of the statistical accuracy and quality of the output of a 
quantitative study. Statistical accuracy refers to the degree to which the outcomes of the study are 
representative of the broader population of entities from which the sample has been extracted. Within the 
context of this study, data included in the study is cross-sequential in nature. Accordingly increasing 
observations of both cross-sectional data (multiple series at a point in time; i.e., multiple entities’ Credit 
Rankings) and longitudinal data (increased observations over time) may provide sufficient representative 
findings that can also be viewed to be representative of corporate default behaviour. However, note is taken 



           

of the potential for dynamics to change over time, and potentially reduce in relevance as being applicable to 
or representative of forward-looking default patterns.  

2.10 Focus on financial institutions  

Financial institutions were selected as the subject of this study due to the following key reasons:  

2.10.1 Data availability  

Financial Institutions were selected for the observation pool given the depth of data available for analyisis. 
Specifically, banks have more explicitly observable bases for reaching a view of default/distress which is 
attributable to disclosure requirements under statutory regulations which can enable observation of breaches 
in, for example, minimum capital ratios or capital adequacy requirements, as well as public disclosure of 
regulatory decisions and actions that reflect an outcome of default/distress. In addition, most jurisdictions 
require public disclosure of financial information by banks which further strengthens data availability and 
provides a robust data set that is reflective of underlying market dynamics.  

In contrast, financial information for corporate entities is more irregular, and is typically skewed towards 
entities with, on average, stronger credit profiles relative to the wider market. This stems from regulatory 
requirements for publication of financial information primarily pertaining to corporate entities with specific 
attributes, such as being publically listed on the stock exchange. As a result, the distribution of corporate 
entities included in the default study would likely be less representative of the underlying market.  

2.10.2 Natural boundary  

The cohort of licenced banks, which typically consists of entities licenced as commercial banks, merchant 
banks or development banks, creates a natural boundary for entities that meet a sufficiently high set of 
minimum requirements. This effective barrier results in smaller, weaker or more volatile entities being 
naturally excluded from the sample. This provides a natural boundary for the cohort, wherein large numbers 
of entities exhibiting highly volatile credit profiles are excluded (such as small non-deposit taking 
microfinance institutions). Such institutions can face mass regulatory action (such as recent instances 
observed in Nigeria and Ghana), which would distort default patterns were they to be included.  

2.10.3 Challenges in observation of corporate events of default by a third-party  

Corporate events of defaults are more difficult to observe as a third party due to the following main reasons:  

 Default would result from a missed payment, although loan repayment schedules will often not be 
available, and as such the specific missed payment may not be observable.  

 Defaults can also result from actions such as distressed debt restructuring. The challenge is that there 
can be standard debt restructuring and refinancing (this is common practice); an external party would 
need to be able to make the judgement that the restructuring occurred under distress conditions, i.e., 
the entity would have defaulted were it not for the restructuring, which would be difficult to conclude 
as a third-party. 

 With respect to technical defaults, such as breaching of debt contract covenants, the challenge lies in 
the lack of prior knowledge on existing covenant terms and the ability to identify where a breach 
occurred.  

 Lastly, financial statements for corporate entities may take the form of highly abridged results will 
often not contain sufficient detail. 

2.11 Other key considerations 

As regulated entities, banks typically have higher credit ratings than corporate entities primarily as a result of 
statutory requirements for specific financial metrics which, while differing across jurisdictions in terms of 
specific levels and measurement, have bearing on key credit strength factors, including capitalisation and 
liquidity. Such regulations typically have the effect of preserving minimum levels of solvency and liquidity, in 



    
    

turn uplifting credit quality relative to unregulated entities which do not have such mandatory requirements 
(such as corporate entities).  

3 LIST OF DEFAULTING ENTITIES 

The table below outlines a list of  25 entities comprising the Default Sample. Of this sample, 13 entities were 
viewed to have met the standard definition of default, due to events such as regulatory intervention that saw 
the banks cease to exist in their existing form. 

The remaining events of default are viewed to have occurred due to material financial distress, whereby forced 
mergers and acquisitions were necessitated, or state-bail out interventions were undertaken. In the absence 
of such actions, the grouping of entities would be expected to have failed. In certain instances, financial 
distress is ongoing, due to issues such as deeply negative capital and/or corrosive earnings trends, that have 
been sustained without being remedied. 

Table 3: List of defaulting Entities Observed 

 Country Bank Ref Name Year of EOD  Default Type Data Quaity  

1 Angola Banco Kwanza Investimentos, SA Banco 
Kwanza 

2019 Default High 

2 Angola Banco De Comercial e Industria, SA Banco BCI 2019 Distress High 

3 Cape Verde Banco International De Cabo Verde, S.A  BICV 2017 Default High 

4 Cote D'Ivoire COFIPA Investment Bank Cote d'Ivoire COFIPA  2018 Default High 

5 Ghana GHL Bank PLC GHLB 2019 Default High 

6 Ghana Premium Bank Ghana Limited PBGL 2019 Default High 

7 Ghana Omnibank TRBL 2018 Distress High 

8 Ghana UT Bank Ghana UTBank 2017 Default High 

9 Ghana Unibank (Ghana) Limited Unibank 2017 Default High 

10 Kenya Chase Bank (Kenya) Limited Chase 2016 Default High 

11 Kenya First Community Bank Limited FCBL 2019 Distress High 

12 Kenya Imperial Bank Limited Imperial 2016 Default High 

13 Kenya Transnational Bank PLC Transnational 2019 Distress High 

14 Kenya Kingdom Bank Limited Kingdom 2019 Distress High 

15 Kenya National Bank of Kenya Limited NBKL 2019 Distress High 

16 Kenya Sidian Bank Limited Sidian 2019 Distress High 

17 Kenya Spire Bank Limited Spire 2019 Distress High 

18 Mauritius Banyantree Bank Mauritius  Banyantree 2019 Default High 

19 Mauritius Bramer Banking Corporation Limited Bramer 2015 Default High 

20 Mozambique Moza Banco Mozambique Moza Banco 2016 Distress High 

21 Namibia Trustco Namibia Trustco 2018 Default High 

22 Nigeria Skye Bank Plc Skye 2017 Default High 

23 Nigeria Unity Bank Plc Unity 2019 Distress High 

24 Togo Banque Togolaise Pour le Commerce et 
l'industrie  

BTIC 2018 Distress High 

25 Togo Union Togolaise des Banques UTB 2018 Distress High 

 

 

 



           

 

4 STUDY FINDINGS  

4.1 Default Observations  

Table 4: Default rates per Credit Estimate Ranking Category 

Credit Estimate 
Ranking  

Number of 
Entities  

Credit Estimate 
Observations 

Default 
Observations 

5-yr Default Rate  

aaa - - - - 

aa+ - - - - 

aa - - - - 

aa- - - - - 

a+ - - - - 

a - - - - 

a- - - - - 

bbb+ - - - - 

bbb 1 5 0 0.0% 

bbb- 3 15 0 0.0% 

bb+ 5 25 0 0.0% 

bb 10 35 0 0.0% 

bb- 11 50 1 2.0% 

b+ 8 30 0 0.0% 

b 34 105 1 1.0% 

b- 37 130 1 0.8% 

ccc+ 88 330 2 0.6% 

ccc 80 305 11 3.6% 

ccc- 28 95 8 8.4% 

cc 0 0 0 0.0% 

c 1 5 1 20.05 

Total 309 1,130 25 2.2% 

 

4.2 Default Drivers  

The primary underlying drivers of default can be categorised into three broad risk categories:  

 Financial risk: The risk of financial underperformance that diminishes intrinsic credit strength and risk 
buffers.  

 Regulatory risk: The risk of not meeting regulatory requirements or standards, or shortcomings in 
corporate governance structures and controls, that result in regulatory action.  



    
    

 Group risk: The risk of group weaknesses filtering into the credit profile of subsidiaries credit profiles, 
and causing concomitant defaults or distress.  

 
4.3 Main title - Credit Dynamics Drivers  

The comparatively low aggregate and per-risk-category empirical default rates are as a result of drivers of 
credit dynamics that are viewed to include characteristics unique to both financial institutions (and would not 
be reflected in fundamental drivers in other sectors, such as corporates), and to Africa.  

The low level of average financial intermediation in Africa acts as an inherent risk mitigator. The average 
loans-to-assets ratio for the sample of African financial institution equates to c.42.3%, which lowers to c.37%, 
after excluding more developed markets. The residual effects is a banking sector carrying a comparatively 
lower quantum of credit risk (in absolute terms), despite the constraints of the underlying borrowers’ credit 
profiles. African banks have, on average, deployed a significantly higher proportion of proceeds from funding 
in investment securities, and primarily government debt to than  

The distribution of Credit Rankings observed in this study differs markedly from that of Global Default Studies. 
The Global distribution of Credit Rankings takes the general form of a bell curve. Higher proportions of Credit 
Ratings are clustered around the centre of the Primary Ranking Scale, with fewer rankings at the two ends 
the scale. The distribution of the Credit Rankings is demonstrated in the figure below:  

Figure 2: Distribution of Global Credit Rankings per Category 

 
The shape of the distribution is a function of:  

i) The typical pattern of the spread of credit strength across a market, in which a larger portion of market 
participants’ credit profiles trend around the mean, whereas entities with notably stronger or weaker 
credit profiles are less frequent; A higher range of Credit Rankings (i.e. the range of Ranking Categories 
from AAA to CCC) being applicable to market participants in more developed markets, wherein lower 
levels of sovereign or country risk result in a higher applicable Credit Ranking Ceiling.  

ii) The inherent adverse selection nature of voluntary Credit Assessment exercises, wherein entities with 
weaker credit profiles may choose not to undergo an independent Credit Assessment, should the 
outcome of such an exercise be viewed to have negative consequences (for example, the consequence 
of publicly communicating credit weakness).  

In contrast, the distribution of Credit Estimates as per GCRA’s analysis reflects a large portion of low-ranked 
entities within the ‘b’ and ‘ccc’ categories.  

 

 



           

Figure 3: GCRA African Non-Defaulting bnaks | Credit Estimate Distribution  

 
 
 
The distribution per category is grouped in the chart below:  

Figure 4: Credit Estimate Distribution Across African Banks 

 
 
 
The differential is consequential. Significant portions of the market clustered in ranking categories imply very 
high susceptibility to default, and should result in substantial default volumes in any given year, or five-year 
review period. However, such observations have not been made in the GCRA FI Study. Rather, entities have 
exhibited a notably higher degree of resilience relative to the expected curve implied by global default 
studies.  

 

 



    
    

Figure 5: Credit Distribution | Pareto Curve 

 
 

GCRA has attributed this trend to a characteristic of “Stable Fragility” – the tendency of entities to be 
exposed to elevated levels of credit risk, stemming in large from vulnerabilities in the operating 
environment that anchors entities’ credit profiles, while congruently reflecting a level of credit ranking stability 
more closely aligned to entities with higher credit ranking outcomes, and displaying default patterns that, 
while elevated, do not scale to the default rates reported in global default studies.  

The fragility of African entities’ creditworthiness is underpinned by the low anchor assessment forming the 
base of entities’ credit ranking outcomes. The distribution of African sovereign’s credit rankings, as per GCRA’s 
independent assessments, is reflected in the following chart.  

Figure 6: African sovereign Rating Distribution 

 
 
A comparison of GCRA’s outcomes relative to aggregates of the credit ratings accorded to the same 
sovereigns in displayed in the following chart. The overall high level of alignment in outcomes is viewed to 
reflect the comparability of the outcomes. On this basis, the anchor assessments of entities’ operating 
environments are viewed to support a high degree of alignment in underlying credit assessments of individual 
entities.  



           

Figure 7: African sovereign rating distribution | GCRA comparison to Global averages 

 

The finding underpins a key outcome of the study. The existing paradigm of limited default information for 
African entities driving limitations in market funding and development is understood. In order to address this, 
generalised default data is typically transposed onto local market participants, substituting for empirical 
default data gaps. However, a finding of the study is that such action may create distortions, in portraying 
elevated levels of credit risk and default rates relative to the risk implied by empirical data. In turns, such 
distortions may serve to increase risk diversion to market investment, and further contribute to restrictions in 
market development, rather than contributing towards its.  

Note is taken of the elevated cross-cycle volatility of operating environment risk exhibited by African 
sovereigns, as reflected in the chart below. This trend is, more broadly, viewed to apply to emerging markets. 
This is viewed to caveat entities’ Fragile Stability: default patterns in emerging markets are expected to exhibit 
increased cyclicality relative to corporate default patterns in developed markets, owing to increased sensitivity 
to operating environment risk. This is, notably, as assumption, given that empirical data in the study is 
restricted to the five-year observation period. The assumption is partially echoed by findings in global default 
studies, contradictory finding have also been made over the past decade. The study explores this topic in 
greater depth within the Outcomes section.  

 

Figure 8: Sovereign Credit Risk Volatility | Cross cycle assessment 

 



    
    

5 CONCLUSIONS  

Stable Fragility Sustains Empirical Default Rates Below Expectations  

(i) Stable Fragility  

The sample population’s five-year historical CDR of 2.2% measures well below default rates reported by global 
default studies for entities largely grouped within the ‘b’ and ‘ccc’ credit risk categories. This differential is 
viewed to reflect a ‘stable fragility’ exhibited by banks in the market, whereby exposure to country and 
sovereign default risk poses an ongoing and wide-spread threat to the individual entities within each market, 
although comparatively higher intrinsic credit strength, supported by elevated credit protection metrics, and 
adaptation to local market conditions.  

Using extrapolated data for the total number of banks operating within the markets applicable to the 
study, and incorporating a broader set of defaults not included due to data availability, or entities operating 
outside of the observed countries, results in a similar observed five-year CDR of c2%. This is viewed to 
exhibit the lack of distortions in the statistical outcomes of the study.  

(ii) Implications of credit ranking assessment criteria  

In addition, the study reflects comparatively lower default rates for entities assessed in the ‘bb’ and ‘bbb’ 
risk rating categories/credit risk categories, relative to global default rates, during the observation period. 
The cause of this differential is viewed to be an inherent characteristic of the Credit Risk Rating 
distribution of African entities. In this regard, entities assessed in the bb and bbb risk rating categories will 
typically be the strongest entities in their respective markets, and on the continent, given that the credit 
estimates are close to, or at, the credit risk level of the respective sovereign, the latter are limited to bb and 
bbb, barring a few exceptions.  

This effect stems from the assessment criteria utilising the Operating Environment assessment as the 
baseline for the Credit Estimate, resulting in an entity’s Credit Estimate being tethered to, and vary rarely 
exceeding, the credit risk of the sovereign. This approach is fairly universal across CRAs’ criteria, as an 
entity’s operating environment is a primary determinant of a particular entity’s credit profile.  

Consequently, for an entity to achieve an issuer credit estimate close to that of the corresponding sovereign 
credit estimate, it would need to demonstrate underlying credit assessment factors that are, on average, 
strong to very strong. This would cumulatively increase overall credit worthiness above the operating 
environment, and to a degree that approximates sovereign strength. 

Entities in the ‘bb’ and ‘bbb’ can consequently be described as displaying strong to very strong 
fundamentals, which in themselves limit the risk of default stemming from entity-specific performance. The 
primary credit ranking constraint for such entities is operating environment exposure, and the primary driver 
of future defaults for such entities would likely be a deterioration in operating environment risk.  

(iii) Fundamental differences in comparison to Global Trends  

The sample’s credit loss experience is, on a proportional basis, lower than what it would likely be, were 
lending patterns to mirror developed market trends. This stems from lower overall private sector 
lending activity, compounded by, in general, a preference for lending to larger, more established and 
more creditworthy corporate and commercial entities, over SME and retail exposures,  

Furthermore, the sample recorded an average loan-to-deposit (LTD) ratio of 55% to 65% over the 
Observation Period, which is very low relative to developed market average LTD ratio ranges of 85% to 
100%. This demonstrates the population’s aggregated preference to limit asset deployment in typical 
private sector lending, and comparatively higher asset exposure to government debt. The latter offers 
dual benefits of (1) sufficiently elevated yields to maintain profitability and support growth targets, which 
are (2) available through the highest domestic credit quality instruments in the market.  



           

In turn, ABS’ proportionately lower corporate, commercial and retail credit risk exposure provides a 
comparatively higher level of loan repayment protection relative to the risk implied by proportionate private 
sector lending to developed markets.  

With respect to sectoral exposure, African banks, broadly speaking, tend to have higher exposure to the 
corporate and commercial sectors (c.55% of loan exposures) than the retail sector (c.45%). This contrasts the 
significantly higher retail component of bank loans in North America (66%), but is more aligned with the 
almost equal split in Europe (51%). Within the corporate book, the sample evidences disproportionately 
limited lending to SMEs and entities perceived to carry high levels of credit risk. While this constrains 
economic development, given the heightened prominence of SMEs as key drivers of employment and, albeit 
to a lesser degree, economic output, it has nevertheless afforded banks a degree of protection from the 
steeper default curve, and elevated performance volatility associated with such sectors.  

(iv) Default Rates Are Exposed to Heightened Cyclicality  

Notwithstanding the above conclusion, default patterns in Africa (and more broadly, in Emerging Markets) 
are expected to exhibit increased cyclicality relative to default patterns in Developed Markets, owing to (1) 
increased sensitivity to operating environment risk (the operating environment anchor is the primary driver 
of the overall credit ranking outcome), and (2) the comparatively lower resilience that is assumed to be 
embedded in the economic and sovereign risk profiles underpinning the markets. As such, the observation 
period applicable to this study is viewed to potentially mask credit ranking volatility and vulnerabilities, 
relative to patterns that could emerge during periods on heightened sovereign stress.  

(v) Default Rates Are Expected to Differ Across Sectors  

Financial institutions tend to exhibit lower default rates relative to entities operating in other sectors, such as 
corporates and SMEs. African banks in particular have seen state-intervention in instances of financial distress. 
This may be attributable to the confidence sensitivity of the sector, whereby investors’ and depositors’ 
decisions may be overreactive to concerns relating to the stability of a country’s financial sector. Non-
regulated sectors such as corporates, in contrast, are expected to display comparatively elevated default 
patterns. However, the degree of this differential will need to be explored on an empirical basis, through 
future studies.  

 

 

 

 

 


